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Female Power Plays in Male Dominated Fields 

It’s a snowy Monday morning and Emma Gitterman, a junior studying computer science 

at Pitt, pushes through the revolving doors of Sennott Hall with full force. She looks down the 

hall and briefly debates taking the elevator, but dismisses the thought when she checks her phone 

and realizes it’s already 8 a.m. Without taking a moment to catch her breath, she scampers 

through the building and races up to the third floor. While most students fear judgment from 

their professors when they arrive late to class, Gitteman worries about her seating arrangement. 

All students briefly glance towards the entrance when the classroom doors open, but the 

women in the room distinctively lock their gazes on the wide-eyed and frazzled Gitterman. 

Without any added explanation, the stares and whispers of the few other women in the class 

makes the classroom dynamic overwhelmingly clear upon entrance. Unphased and uninterested 

with returning their glares, Gitterman pursues her mission and scans the room in search of her 

friends. After a long few seconds, she finally makes eye contact with a group of men in the back 

corner of the room and breathes a sigh of relief as she scurries over. 

“They’re the best, they always save me a seat,” Gitterman says with a smile. “One time I 

was a few minutes late and the only open seat was next to this group of girls. They gave me the 

dirtiest look when I sat down” — Gitterman mocks their snares — “then they told me that they 

had friends coming so I needed to find another seat.” 
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In a room full of groggy men in unmatched jeans and sweatshirts, Gitterman sports a 

similar look in head-to-toe black sweats and coiffed hair. As one of the few women in the room 

of forty-five students — and the only one seated next to men — Gitterman forms a stark contrast 

with the professional attire of her female peers. The five other women in the classroom look 

visually aesthetic and unmistakable as they sit side-by-side in the front row in khakis or colored 

pants and blouses under their winter coats that hang behind their seats. Cohesive with the rest of 

their polished guise, the five women wear their hair tied back in a tight bun or high ponytail.  

“They dress like they’re going to an interview every day.” Gitterman rolls her eyes, 

matching the same attitude the women in the classroom give her.  

The five women dress in simple yet timeless business casual attire, but the absence of 

accessories indicates that their adherence to a specific dress code is not for fashions’ sake and 

certainly not for comfort. Rather, their outfits demonstrate an overt attempt to convey a specific 

mentality and persona. The combination of their clothing, their timeliness and their raised hands 

at every rhetorical and sincere question that the professor poses, demonstrates their readiness to 

learn, their drive to succeed and most importantly — their separation from girls like Gitterman, 

who show up thirty seconds late in sweats and a messy bun.  

Gitterman’s 8 a.m. System Design class represents a microcosm of a common dynamic 

that women experience with one another in male-dominated fields. While women have certainly 

advanced their position in the workplace, they still remain outnumbered by least 20% , and up to 

35%, in fields like finance, surgery, engineering and computer technology. Not only does this 

disproportion lessen the chance that women will get hired and promoted, but it widens the gender 

wage gap  and leads to sexual harassment  in the workplace. In addition to these hardships, the 

 

https://www.goodcall.com/news/women-move-male-dominated-occupations-vice-versa-011711/
https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/apl-8661167.pdf
https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat39.htm
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0033294117730357
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competitive atmosphere of these environments tends to brew similar discrimination towards 

women by women, which feels equally, if not more, discouraging. Unfortunately, the prominent 

gender gap makes this kind of discirmination just as prevalent.  

In a 2012 study , Yale researchers asked 127 scientists to review identically qualified male 

and female job applications. The results indicated that both men and women consistently 

attributed higher scores to the male candidates and showed preference towards hiring them. 

These results stipulate that both men and women hold equivalent biases against women in 

male-dominated fields.  

Yet according to a 2017 Harvard Business study on the subject, these kinds of stereotypes 

aren’t solely rooted in misogyny. In fact, these biases are often employed with any group whom 

employers associate as lower-performing.  

Melinda Ciccocioppo, a Psychology professor at Pitt, who’s research focuses on gender 

psychology, says this is the natural result of living in a patriarchal society. “Girls and women are 

indoctrinated in the same way boys are,” Ciccocioppo says. “They’re all surrounded by the same 

stereotypes so they hold the same implicit biases that boys and men do.” As a result, women in 

male-dominated fields often try and compensate for these biases by employing male 

characteristics, or separating themselves from other women. Ciccocioppo says that the 

psychological theory, the Double Bind Effect, explains this behavioral shift.  

“Women have to walk a tightrope in these competitive fields,” Ciccocioppo explains, 

“they often find that they’re perceived as more competent when they behave in masculine ways,” 

which may include ruthlessness, competitiveness, or assertiveness. “On the contrary, when they 

 

https://news.yale.edu/2012/09/24/scientists-not-immune-gender-bias-yale-study-shows
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/18-054_3c73e0a0-2821-4728-a700-60006233e380.pdf
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express more affiliation with female characteristics, like empathy and passion, they’re more 

well-liked, but viewed as less qualified.” 

According to the Constructivist Grounded Theory Inquiry, women often adopt male 

characteristics to push back against their perceived incompetence. In an effort to emulate men, 

they often  alienate women, sacrifice family life, ignore and accept female bias and deny their 

own gender identity — and evidence shows that these tactics work. A 1999 Study from the 

Monthly Labor Review and a study from the Journal of Applied Psychology exhibits that women 

who obtain and maintain leadership positions in the workplace are often unmarried without 

children.  

Yet while these strategies may work for some women, they alienate and discourage 

others, like Emily Gillin, a third-year Industrial Engineering student at Pitt, who says she 

constantly feels inadequate because she doesn’t fit in with the other women in her field. Despite 

her 3.8 GPA and devotion to her school work, she says her female peers underestimate her 

academic abilities because she participates in characteristically feminine activities outside of 

engineering — like her involvement in Tri Sigma, a social sorority.  

“If I ever wear my Tri Sigma sweatshirt to class, that’s it for the day,” Gillin says in 

all-seriousness. “They will automatically lose respect for me and assume that all I do is drink and 

party. Most of them are in Phi-Rho, which is also a Greek organisation, but it’s different because 

it’s engineering based. In order to be respected as a woman in my field, it’s like I can only 

associate with one kind of woman.”  

Anaya Espadas, a third year student and active member of Phi Rho and Pitt’s Women 

Society of Engineers, says that even though these groups have allowed her to feel included and 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259921330_The_experience_of_women_in_male-dominated_occupations_A_constructivist_grounded_theory_inquiry
https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1999/12/art4full.pdf
https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/apl-8661167.pdf
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supported in her career path, as an executive board member of both organisations, she often feels 

and witnesses unruly competition and aggression from her peers at the higher level.  

“In both organisations, the elections process was vicious,” Espadas says, recounting the 

manipulation and rumours that characterized the period. “Last spring, my best friend ran for 

president of Phi Rho and ended up dropping out because throughout the whole campaign, her 

opponent made nasty comments to her, created group chats to talk about her and even dedicated 

a portion of her speech to why she was more qualified than her.” Espadas says with disdain.  

Espadas characterizes the post-election period as equally overwhelming. “I feel like girls 

are waiting for me to mess up. It’s like they want to see me fail. The expectations of board 

members is ridiculous.” Espadas explains that in addition to weekly chapter meetings, board 

members have to attend at least one separate meeting every week. They also have to submit 

weekly reports about their progress on current projects and attend every chapter event with only 

two allowed absences per semester. “Luckily I’ve been able to handle it, but my peers haven’t 

been as lucky.” Espadas pauses in hesitation. “Earlier this year, our treasurer was actually pushed 

to step down because other girls didn’t think she could handle the time commitment. It was the 

first month in our positions and she missed one meeting with a valid excuse so it seemed a little 

premature.” 

Espadas says that while she used to behave similarly in her field, her experiences in these 

leadership positions have shifted her mindset. “I used to always resort to thinking, ‘I need to be 

the best girl in this room’ instead of, ‘I need to be the best student. I just feel like I constantly 

have to keep fighting to prove that I belong. I still struggle with it, but I’m aware of it and I’m 
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trying to change,” Espadas admits, “I just need to be the best person here. Not because I need to 

show that I’m better than other girls, because I need to do well for myself, like anyone else.” 

Ciccocioppo refers to this feeling as, “Imposter Syndrome”, a phenomenon that explains 

chronic feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt that nullify any evidence of success and 

achievement. and women in these fields fall victim to this kind of thinking all the time. She says 

it explains why women, like the ones that Espadas describes, act so tense and cut-throat. “It’s 

often a projection of feeling unstable and insecure in these positions,” Ciccocioppo says. 

Yet according to a 2018 study that analyzes modern women in engineering fields, female 

engineers have risen in numbers and organisations like Phi Rho have provided resources and 

support that encourage this trend. For, Mackenzie Kuran, a third-year engineering student Pitt 

and member of Phi-Rho, she claims the organisation has solely brought positive experiences with 

her female peers, and raised her confidence in the field. “In a class where I’m surrounded by 

guys, it’s nice to know that I’ll always have a spot next to one of my sisters, who’s going through 

a similar experience.” Kuran says. As someone who has never felt particularly feminine and 

always likes to allocate majority of her time to school, Kuran says that she always felt a natural 

connection with the girls in Phi Rho. 

But despite her positive experience with her female peers, she’s had different experiences 

with female employers in her field. She currently works in a co-op, where she says her female 

boss criticizes her everyday. As the only girl in the internship, she notices a blatant difference 

between the way her boss treats her and her male coworkers. “She jokes with them, invites them 

to lunch and gives them extra responsibilities. Meanwhile I haven’t heard one positive word 

from her this entire semester from her,” Kuran says.  

 

https://www.mdpi.com/2076-0760/7/3/32/htm
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“Last week she asked me to spend a day making a presentation on the monthly data 

report,” which Kuran explains is an introductory-level task. “Meanwhile she assigned the three 

other male interns to shadow the company’s directors at an annual regional conference. I missed 

out on a major networking opportunity so that I could create a powerpoint that summed up 

information that was already fully laid out— but that’s not even the worst part,” Kuran pauses 

and shakes her head. “The worst part is that after seven hours of working behind a computer, I 

got no recognition for the effort and time I spent and she basically deleted all my work and 

reworded every slide to articulate the same message. I felt so undervalued and overlooked.”  

Kuran says this sort of scenario has presented itself numerous times before. “Everytime I 

make a spreadsheet, she relabels everything with synonymous words and descriptors, and 

double-checks all the data. She never does that with any of the guys. If they finish their work, 

she considers it done, no questions asked. I go through a separate interrogation period every 

time.” 

Frayda Cohen, the undergraduate advisor of the Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies 

Program, says that this dynamic is often common in male-dominated fields as a technique to 

counter the blatantly discriminatory environments where sexual harassment and gender 

discrimination is not only accepted, but embraced. “Of course if you’re struggling to maintain 

your own position and respect from the people in your work environment, it becomes difficult to 

ally yourself with someone who’s struggling or struggling further.” 

Cohen says women use three main strategies in male-dominated fields — the ‘mom’, the 

‘girly-girl’ and the ‘Tom girl’. Cohen’s research, which focuses mainly on women in 

professional kitchens, points to the ‘Tom Girl’ as the most effective strategy.  “Women turn to 
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this strategy because it’s easier than changing the entire dynamic. Thus, for the women that do 

make it in high positions of male-dominated fields,” like the board members Espadas deals with, 

“the last thing they want to do is align themselves with other women and put themselves at a 

higher disadvantage.” Unfortunately, for Kuran, this innate competition stands as an apparent 

obstacle in her career path. But for other women, it enables their success. 

Karen Streisfeld, remains a pristine example of the way this phenomenon manifests in 

these fields. As a managing partner of the financial sector of McLaughlin & Stern, a top law firm 

in New York City, Streisfeld certainly looks — and apparently plays the part, as she towers over 

her massive desk in the all white executive office that overlooks Central Park. Dressed in an all 

black pantsuit and black Christian Louboutin stilettos, she sternly shoos away the young female 

paralegal who knocks on the door to deliver a message for the third time in under five minutes. 

Streisfeld wreaks power, and without knowing her story, anyone would assume that her 

dominant presence is an innate personality trait.  

“It’s not,” Streisfeld says as she points to a framed photo behind a pile of organized 

books and binders on her desk. Streisfeld’s distinctively narrow facial features mark the only 

recognizable trait of the young blonde in the photo who appears carefree with a smile on her face 

and pompoms in the air at the bottom of a cheerleading pyramid. “I’m still the same person,” 

Streisfeld interrupts the nostalgic moment with a forced laugh,“deep, deep down...let’s just say 

college was a wake-up call.”  

Streisfeld says that when she began her career in finance in the 80’s, she rarely 

encountered women, and when she did, it wasn’t a pleasant experience. “In four years, I 

remember the only four girls that I ever worked on group projects with, and they were absolutely 
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brutal ,” Streisfeld says, recounting her undergraduate college days at Duke University. Streisfeld 

says that she often felt disrespected by her female classmates, who undermined academic 

abilities by re-doing her work the night before projects were due, or by approaching her 

separately and asking her if she needed additional time or help. She said that as a strong student 

who priortized her work, these comments felt condescending rather than genuine, especially 

because they were never directed at any of the men in the groups. As a “soft spoken and overly 

considerate” young woman, she says that she usually brushed off this kind of treatment and 

allowed other women to walk all over her. 

Streisfeld says that this trend ended shortly after she began her first job on Wall Street in 

a finance firm. “The one woman I thought I was close friends with, pretty much slandered me to 

my boss to get the promotion that I was in line for. I never found out what she said, I just know 

that she invited a few senior directors out for drinks—” Streisfeld pauses, “which was weird 

because we were each other's only friends in the firm and we always attended work-related 

events together. But anyways, the next day at work, my boss came up to me and said that I was 

supposed to get a promotion but there were rumours about some personal issues getting in the 

way of my work and that they may need extra time to consider other candidates. Well 

considering I had one friend at work and no personal issues, I tied two and two together pretty 

quickly,” Streisfeld says with pursed lips.  

“I was so confused by this betrayal that I even approached her and apologized for 

anything I might have done to upset her. I was so desperate to keep her as a friend. I was naive.” 

Streisfeld’s eyes flash back to the innocent cheerleader in the picture, “and it took me a while, 
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but I eventually learned that my kindness wouldn’t get me anywhere,” she shrugs 

matter-of-factly.  

“Here’s the real truth that most women won’t admit outloud: this industry isn’t about 

making friends. And in a field this competitive, women can’t afford to make friends — not with 

each other at least. There’s not enough of us out here. It’s every woman for themselves.” While 

Streisfeld was always lucky enough to be intelligent, which granted her three degrees from top 

universities, she says she only began to reach success once she stopped playing nice. “It all 

started when I chopped my hair,” Streisfeld says half jokingly in an attempt to lighten the mood.  

Yet according to Meredith Long, a Political Science professor who researches women’s 

role in politics, says that in order for women to set a baseline of respect for themselves and mark 

their place in the field, it’s often necessary to emphasize the separation between themselves and 

other women who portray stereotypical feminine characteristics. Thus, a small detail, like a 

hair-cut, can have a major effect on the way people perceive the woman. 

“When women want to run for governmental positions, they have to conform to very 

specific looks and mannerisms to combat the negative biases that surround women,” Long says, 

“take a look at the two female presidential candidates that rose to the spotlight— Hillary Clinton 

and Elizabeth Warren — both wear pantsuits, both have short hair, both of their husbands took 

the backseat in their campaigns,” which Long says is uncharacteristic for women to do in the 

opposite case, “and neither of them would dare choose another female as their running mate. It’s 

intentional. It promotes this tough and sort of masculine woman that statistically gets more votes 

than a stereotypical femineine or maternal women would” Thus, there may have been more 

depth to Streisfeld’s half-hearted comment about her hair cut than she let on. 
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In addition to sharpening her physical look, Streisfeld explains that she didn’t go out of 

her way to befriend female coworkers, she didn’t give them the benefit of the doubt when they 

made mistakes and she didn’t give them any other special treatment. On the contrary, she 

focused on strengthening her relationship with other men. While Gitterman didn’t necessarily 

employ the same tactics, she similarly separated herself from other women and became one of 

the guys, a path that allowed her to continue pursuing the field.  

Streisfeld’s equation for success, falls in line with a typical, “anti-woman approach”, and 

constitutes as frequent tactic that women use to compensate for the hardships of entering male 

dominated fields — and it isn’t merely an overreaction to a little competition and withered 

friendship. In 2004, the Journal of Applied Psychology published a study that discovered that 

when women perceived as competent in male-dominated fields were often described as, “selfish, 

manipulative and untrustworthy”. These kinds of biases not only skew the narrative about how 

people visualize successful women but subsequently increases pressure for women to display 

these traits when they pursue these careers. While Streisfeld didn’t use these words to describe 

herself, she explicitly states her decision to leave behind her characteristically feminine and even 

“sweet” personality that she claims made others walk all over her.  

“I’ll admit, I’m harsh with other women, I scrutinize. I’m that boss,” Streisfeld says, 

aware of the reputation she carries with her female co-workers. “But it’s a tough world, and I’m 

not going to make it easy for other women because that’s not how you earn your spot in this 

office.”  
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Sources:  
● https://news.yale.edu/2012/09/24/scientists-not-immune-gender-bias-yale-study-shows 

—>  Yale study that shows male and female students choose male over female job 
applicants. 

● https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259921330_The_experience_of_women_in_ma
le-dominated_occupations_A_constructivist_grounded_theory_inquiry —> study that 
shows that women who adopt male characteristics are more successful in male-dominated 
fields. 

● https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1999/12/art4full.pdf —> Study about promotions- 
unmarried women without children are more likely to get promoted. 

● https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/apl-8661167.pdf —> Women who don’t take 
maternity leave are more likely to be promoted/less likely to leave. 

● https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0033294117730357 → Sexual harassment  
● https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/18-054_3c73e0a0-2821-4728-a700-60

006233e380.pdf → Harvard study  
● https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat39.htm → Wage gap in male-dominated fields  
● https://www.mdpi.com/2076-0760/7/3/32/htm  → Women distnacing women employing 

male characteristics. 
 
Interviews:  

● Melinda Ciccocioppo, psych professor at Pitt, teaches gender psychology, 
mciccocioppo@pitt.edu  

● Frayda Cohen, Undergraduate Director and Graduate Advisor of Gender, Sexuality, and 
Women’s Programs at Pitt, Email: 412-624-6485 

● Mackenzie Kuran, student in engineering school, (732) 513-3735 
● Ananya Espadas, engineering student, aee27@pitt.edu  
● Karen Streisfeld → senior level partner at McLaughlin & Stern law firm, 917-566-6929 
● Emma Gitterman → junior student in computer science, (908) 809-0763 

emg105@pitt.edu .  
● Emily Gillin → Junior student in Swanson school of engineering, erg69@pitt.edu.  
● Meredith Long → Lecturer and academic advisor 412-648-7277  
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